
The Yun Family’s Ninth Child is an Imp! Chapter 1766 

“So be it! What’s the point of studying in that Lousy Academy? ! Our little nine doesn’t need to go to 

school at all!”In the saint’s heart, her daughter was omnipotent and didn’t need to go back to school at 

all. 

 

 

“Cough Cough!”! Mother, I still need to go to school. Back then, I told my aunt that I needed to get into 

the top 100 of the Prodigy roll before she could accept me. Although my aunt had long accepted me, I 

still have to honor my words. Moreover, although I am quite powerful, my teacher is still in the 

Academy! I still have a lot of things that I haven’t learned yet!”Yun Chujiu said with a smile 

 

 

When the SAINTESS heard Yun Chujiu mention The Prodigy roll, she thought of how the palace master’s 

wife had made things difficult for Yun Chujiu. She glared at di beiming. Di beiming rubbed his nose 

guiltily and tried his best to reduce his presence. 

 

 

“Alright, if that’s the case, then you can go back to the academy first. When your holiday is over, we can 

return to the Azure Mystic Continent together.”The reason why the SAINTESS wanted to return with Yun 

Chujiu and Sheng nv was firstly because she wanted to reunite her family, secondly, once she arrived at 

the Azure mystic continent, her spiritual power would be greatly reduced. If she did not have Yun Chujiu 

and the others to protect her, she might be in danger. 

 

 

Yun chujiu nodded with a smile and said, “Father, mother, then it’s a deal! Oh right, you have to 

continue working hard! Try to get a little brother in your beautiful mother’s belly when you go back!” 

 

 

Sheng NV and Yun Zhangqing were blushing from Yun Chujiu’s stroke of genius. Sheng nv spat, “What 

nonsense are you spouting? ! Hurry up and go out to work!” 



 

 

“Sigh! My life is really tough. I finally found my parents, but they treated me as a coolie! Sheng NV, come 

here quickly and comfort my injured little heart.”Yun Chujiu said slyly. 

 

 

Di beiming saw that Sheng nv and Yun Zhangqing were extremely embarrassed, so he quickly said, 

“Uncle, Auntie, Little Jiu and I will take our leave First!” 

 

 

After saying that, di beiming dragged Yun Chujiu who was still making funny faces away. Yun chujiu 

simply jumped on di beiming’s body, “Sheng NV, my legs are weak. Carry Me!” 

 

 

Di beiming sighed and carried the little rascal away. 

 

 

The SAINTESS and Yun Zhangqing looked at their daughter who looked like an octopus. They looked at 

each other and smiled bitterly. Initially, they were worried that their daughter would be bullied after 

marrying Sheng NV, but now it seemed that they should be worried that their son-in-law would be 

bullied! 

 

 

Di beiming carried Yun chujiu out of the back hall, yun chujiu smiled and said, “My God, did I come at 

the right time? If I didn’t come to save you, my father and mother would definitely not forgive you! Tell 

me, how should you reward me?” 
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Di beiming curled his lips. “How about giving yourself to me?” 

 

 

Yun chujiu was so shocked that she almost slipped off di beiming’s back. Oh My, why was this wooden 

stake acting like it had a stroke? Occasionally, it would open its eyes, and occasionally, it would not open 

its eyes. When it did not open its eyes, it would come to the poetry competition for me.., when it 

opened its eyes, it tickled my little heart so much that it almost jumped out! 

 

 

Just as pink bubbles were popping out between the two of them, an Feng, the little expert who was 

bullied, came over miserably! 

 

 

“Miss Jiu, the three ladies you asked me to find are here to seek an audience with you.”An Feng felt that 

his life was really tough. Not only did he have to eat dog food, but he also had to endure the cold gaze of 

his master. 

 

 

Yun chujiu jumped down from di Beiming’s back. “Wanwan and the others are here? That’s great! I’ll go 

and see them now!” 

 

 

After Yun Chujiu said that, she ran away. Di beiming glared at an Feng. “There’s no salary for this year!” 


